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NIH Launches Expanded Health Information Web Site
> 7/07/04
> The National Institutes of Health (NIH) has announced the launch of an
> expanded health information web site. The expanded site now offers links
> to a wider range of NIH's valuable resources, features colorful images and
> gives readers the chance to test their health knowledge. Visitors can
> access the popular A to Z listing of health topics, browse topics by body
> location/systems. The NIH noted that more than half of American adults now
> use the internet to access health information. Visit the web site at
> health.nih.gov

Scope and Standards of Parish Nursing are being revised. Beginning in late
July or early August 2004 you will be able to read them on the ANA WEB page and
make comments.
Before you do that it is recommended that you are familiar with other recent
changes in nursing. You can order these as a package from the ANA website
www.nursingworld.org . ( Find the search box - scroll down until
Nursing Standards. Open that and then look at ANA's Foundation of Nursing
Package. In it you will find 1. Ethics 2001 with Interpretive Statements 2.
Social Policy Standard 2003 and 3. Nursing 2004 Scope and Standards). The
cost is $44.95 plus shipping and handling - total $50.95. ANA members save
$9.
A PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR CRISIS RESPONSE IN OUR SCHOOLS: FIFTH EDITION
A NATIONAL STANDARD FOR RESPONDING TO SCHOOL-BASED CRISES

A Practical Guide for Crisis Response in Our
Schools: Fifth Editionconveys critical
information to assist schools in responding
effectively to "everyday crises" as well as
school-based disasters. It is an invaluable
resource for administrators, support personnel
and faculty.
School crisis response can no longer be delegated
solely to members of a School Crisis Response
Team. Today, crisis management is the
responsibility of all educators. This
dramatically expanded publication provides a
structure and process for effectively managing
the wide spectrum of school-based crises. It is
an invaluable resource in preparation for, and
during, actual crisis situations and continues to
serve as a meaningful standard for our nation's
schools.
By reaching our school families early with a
comprehensive Crisis Response Plan, we can
potentially prevent the acute difficulties of
today from becoming the chronic problems of
tomorrow.
The Academy offers a 20% discount for orders over
25 copies of A Practical Guide for Crisis
Response in Our Schools. The discount will be

calculated automatically when placing your
on-line order.
Please go to www.crisisinfo.org more
information and to download free crisis
management documents.

HIPAA Guidelineswww.hhs.gov/ocr/hipaa/guidelines/s
www.hhs.gov/ocr/privacysummary.pdf

Attached is the link to the standardized Drug Discount Card Enrollment
Forms. These forms can used by clients who are interested in enrolling in
the discount card program: www.cms.hhs.gov/discountdrugs/forms
How Healthy Is Your State?
my.webmd.com/content/article/85/98524.htm?printing=true

Jacob's Blessing by Donna Sinclair and Christopher White
Publisher: Wood Lakes Books
ISBN 1-55145-381-9
Chapter Four, The Whole Person is a wonderful discussion about the
blessings a congregation can experience from having a parish nurse. The
whole book is just a really great resource for Canadian churches. Of
course the information is transferable, but it is nice for a change not
to have to be making the transferences from USA examples.
Hope this is helpful,
Marion
Sexual Abuse in Christian Homes and Churches
Carolyn Holderread Heggen, Christian psychotherapist, offers hope that confronting broken
sexuality will bring healing-for survivors of abuse, for perpetrators, and for the church.
1993. 208 pages. LC 92-32143 Paper. 0-8361-3624-1: $12.99; in Canada $20.29
Sexual Offending and Restoration
Mark Yantzi provides the perspectives of victims and offenders. By facilitating their interaction, he
points to new ways to provide hope to those who have been abused, to the abusers, and to their
families. Yantzi's unique method and approach are illustrated through many case examples.
1998. 256 pages. LC 98-86845 Paper. 0-8361-9081-5: $13.99; in Canada $21.99
Sexuality: God's Gift

Anne Krabill Hershberger, editor, offers Christian resources for living a sexually healthy and
fulfilling life, regardless of one's circumstances. Includes discussion questions and a
bibliographical chapter with options for further study. 1999. 216 pages. LC 99-33721
Paper. 0-8361-9111-0: $14.99; in Canada $23.49
When Life Hurts
A Three-Fold Path to Healing Brian C. Stiller describes how he and others have been guided by
the three-fold path to healing-hope, faith, and love mark this path. Stiller does not deny pain's
existence or suggest easy solutions, but he does provide a way through suffering.
Available in Canada from HarperCollins Publishers Ltd. 2000. 192 pages. LC 00-033452
Paper. 0-8361-9149-8: $11.99 (USA rights only)
Nurses' Notes to God
In simple prayers Marian Wilcox seeks God's help for both her patients and herself in the special
world of life and death that nurses come to know. 1988. 64 pages. LC 87-36141
Paper. 0-8361-3464-8: $4.99; in Canada $7.79
Mommy Stayed in Bed This Morning
This unique picture storybook for children ages 4-to-8 shows the impact of a parent's struggle with
depression through the eyes of a preschool child, David. Readers see David's range of emotions
and the many people who help him find the way to happiness and security. By Mary Wenger
Weaver. 2002. 40 pages. LC 2001051675 Paper. 0-8361-9150-1: $12.99; in Canada $20.29
A Healing Grief: Walking with Your Friend Through Loss
Many of us feel awkward and hesitant when talking to a recently bereaved person. We don't want
to say the wrong thing. Sara Wengerd provides an antidote to this problem. At the end of each
chapter is a list of practical advice and tangible suggestions for action that friends and family can
do to comfort the bereaved. 2002. 75 pages. LC 2001007267 Paper. 0-8361-9198-6: $11.99; in
Canada $18.79
Helping Children Cope with Death
Robert V. Dodd helps parents and other adults to know how to assist children in dealing with their
feelings about death-that of a friend or loved one or their own anticipated death. 1984. 56 pages.
LC 84-6713 Paper. 0-8361-3368-4: $4.99; in Canada $7.79
Bridging the Generations
This book is about changing attitudes and intergenerational relationships-and about bringing all
generations closer together. Katie Funk Wiebe challenges readers to listen to the voice of God
urging them to stretch out and touch one another, whatever the age, to make peoplehood a
reality. 2001. 236 pages. LC 2001024366 Paper. 0-8361-9162-5: $14.99; in Canada $23.49
No Longer Alone Mental Health and the Church
John Toews with Eleanor Loewen draw on their expertise in mental health to address such topics
as the interrelatedness of our social, emotional, physical, and spiritual selves; emotions that hurt
or heal; depression; addictions; schizophrenia; grief; and suicide. 1995. 176 pages. LC 94-73616
Paper. 0-8361-9010-6: $11.99; in Canada $18.79
And A Time to Die
Frances Bontrager Greaser
This book is on AIDS and how a mother and family responds. 1995. 160 pages. 95-16634
Paper. 0-8361-9028-9: $10.99; in Canada $17.29
A Cry from the Clay

Parkinson's Up Close and Personal
Esther Bender shares the discouragements and highlights, always providing inspiration and
education. A resource list is included. Winner of 2000 Silver Angel Award from Excellence in
Media. 1999. 72 pages. LC 98-45527 Paper. 0-8361-9100-5: $12.99; in Canada $20.29
Steps to Hope
Joyce M. Shutt
Coping with dependency and failure through the Beatitudes and Twelve-Step programs.
1990. 128 pages. 90-37806 Paper. 0-8361-3524-5: $7.99; in Canada $12.49
Life After 50
A Positive Look at Aging in the Faith Community
Katie Funk Wiebe and eight other noted authors and educators lead a challenging and upbeat
discussion of faith issues related to aging in the church and society. They challenge readers not to
just "grow old gracefully," but to achieve meaning, maintain hope, and continue to serve as
long as possible. 1993. 172 pages. LC 92-74439 Paper. 0-87303-203-9: $10.99; in Canada
$17.29
Enter the River Healing Steps from White Privilege Toward Racial Reconciliation
Jody Miller Shearer explores definitions of prejudice and racism, the different effects of racism on
white people and people of color, affirmative action, and many other issues. 1994. 216 pages. LC
93-40702 Paper. 0-8361-3660-8: $13.99; in Canada $21.99
The Hard Life of Seymour E. Newton
Ann Bixby Herold
This book sensitively and realistically portrays some of the frustrations and challenges
encountered by students with learning problems. For ages 7-to-9. 1990. 96 pages. 90-41297
Paper. 0-8361-3532-6: $5.99; in Canada $9.49

All of these books would be available to your HMA Chapter at a 40% discount. If you would like
additional information or to place an order, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Looking forward to hearing from you.
Patty Weaver
Herald Press
Phone: 1 724 887-8500 x 225 Orders: 1 800 245-7894

